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ustaina e pu ic 

procurement and 
manufacturin  

ey contents of the chapter

  o cate ories of po icy rationa es underpin sustaina e pu ic procurement and reen 

manufacturin  name y (a) to address imperfect mar et conditions (e  compensatin  

positive e terna ities enerated y certain sectors  faci itatin  access to finance  

reducin  cost throu h increases of production sca e  addressin  coordination pro ems  

and rea isin  atent comparative advanta es) and ( ) to enerate efficiency ains (this 

app ies oth to producers and to overnments  that i  e a e to reduce the cost of 

performin  a variety of pu ic sector functions that are affected y cheaper ut more 

po utin  products and services procured in other areas)

  he spectrum of po icies that can e adopted may e or anised under t o main 

headin s  irst y  sustaina e pu ic procurement processes  hich have deve oped 

si nificant y in the ast decades  can e imp emented throu h a four step approach 

invo vin  the settin  up of a team pi otin  the initiative  assessin  the initia  conditions  

adoptin  po icies and p ans  and monitorin  and mana in  the imp ementation of 

specific contracts a arded  he measures to ive effect to such po icies and p ans 

depend upon the type of procurement process and the sta e at hich sustaina i ity 

considerations are inte rated  econd y  reen manufacturin  processes can e driven 

y different rationa es accordin  to their tar et  ith standard a idance and certification

ein  a ey driver hen necessary to participate in sustaina e pu ic procurement 

processes

  o representative i ustrations are provided y the imp ementation of sustaina e 

pu ic procurement pro rammes in the European Union and y hina s efforts to ma e 

its economy more circu ar and resource efficient

  A summary ta e p acin  the too s revie ed in this chapter ithin the overa  

methodo o y presented in hapter  is provided at the end of the chapter
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The  use  of  sustainable  public  procurement  and  the  greening  of

manufacturing processes are in many ways an extension or a more specific

application of the policy tools discussed in hapters  and , namely support

schemes and standards. Indeed, sustainable public procurement aims to use

the purchasing power of governments to promote products and services that

meet  certain  sustainability  standards.  The  greening  of  manufacturing

processes is a way of becoming more sustainable (at the level of the product,

the  process,  or  the  business  model)  and  thereby  to  benefit  from  the

opportunities presented by sustainable public procurement. 

   ( )  can  be  characterised  as  a  process

whereby public authorities seek to procure goods, services and works with a

reduced environmental impact throughout their life cycle when compared to

goods,  services  and  works  with  the  same  primary  function  that  would

otherwise be procured  (European ommission (2011)). A wider but related

concept is that of     ( ),  which relies on

both environmental and social criteria in the selection of goods, services and

works procured. The key com-

ponent in both concepts is the

use  of  the  government s  pur-

chasing power to promote en-

vironmental  protection  and

social inclusion. hen the fo-

cus is on the purchasing power

of  the private  sector (in  order

to  influence  producers  of  in-

puts  in  the  supply  chain),  the

logic  is  similar. In both cases,

however,  purchases  are  based

on a variety of criteria aimed at

reorienting  the  products,  pro-

cesses,  or  business  model  of

providers.   

 is closely connected to the

mobilisation  of  purchasing  power.  It  differs  from  conventional

manufacturing in that  it  aims to reduce the amount of  natural  resources

needed  to  produce  finished  goods  through  more  energy-  and  materials-

efficient manufacturing processes that also reduce the negative externalities

associated with waste and pollution. This includes more efficient transport

and logistics, which can also account for a significant percentage of the total

environmental impact of manufactured products  (UN Environment (2011)).

Making manufacturing greener is not only a way of  reducing overall costs

he ey component in

reen pu ic procurement

and sustaina e pu ic

procurement is the use o

t e o ern ent s

urc asin  o er to

promote environmenta

protection and socia

inc usion
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(efficiency gains)  but it  may also place a producer in a better  position to

compete  for  either  public  procurement  contracts  and private  procurement

ones.

The         . On the one

hand, as already noted in hapters  and , sustainable public procurement

and green manufacturing can be used to ensure some level of  

         they generate,

to realise    (enabled by increased demand) as well as to

improve access to   (which is facilitated by higher demand

for  the  product  and  hence  the  lower  credit  risk  from  a  lender investor

perspective), reduce   (as a result of economies of scale) and

address   (the public sector serves as a large company

or  industry  procuring  the  products,  services  and  works  from  greener

producers).  On the other hand, sustainable public procurement and green

manufacturing  enable      . Manufacturers

become more efficient by reducing the cost of  inputs and hence save costs.

As for the public sector, supporting greener production and manufacturing is

also a way of  reducing the overall cost of  performing other governmental

functions (e.g. lower levels of pollution can lead to lower costs in sectors such

as  health  care,  waste  treatment,  water  treatment,  etc.).  oth  sustainable

public  procurement  and  green  manufacturing  are,  moreover,  of  special

relevance from a trade perspective because they are specifically regulated in a

variety of contexts discussed later in this chapter.

i ure  ationa es and po icy too s

Policy 

rationales

ype of mar et fai ure efficiency ain Po icy too s

ar et 

ailures 

� ompensatin  positive socia  and 

environmenta  effects

� ac in  financia  sca e and 

coordination cha en es

� ustaina e pu ic procurement

� rade faci itation for reen 

manufactured products

iciency 

ains

� ore efficient production processes at

the firm or supp y chain eve

� ore efficient production processes at

the eve  of society (reduced socia  

and environmenta  urden that ou d

other ise e orne y ta payers)

� ustaina e pu ic procurement

� Green manufacturin  standards 
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igure 1 summarises the rationales and the policy tools that can be used to

tackle them. The rationales are similar to those reviewed in other chapters

because they are the  general  backdrop of  green industrial  policy. ut  the

measures selected focus on those steps that can be taken to promote both

sustainable public  procurement and green manufacturing and,  specifically,

those steps that are particularly relevant from a trade policy perspective.

In the next sections, the chapter discusses the varieties of  programmes that

can be adopted to promote sustainable public procurement as well as green

manufacturing (section 2). Section  then provides two examples, namely the

implementation of  sustainable public procurement in the European Union

and circular economy policies in hina Section  summarises the chapter

and places this tool within the methodology presented in hapter 1.
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  T  ool- ox

  ectru  o  easures used in ractice

The spectrum of  measures covered in this chapter can be organised under

two  main  headings,  namely  measures  relating  to  sustainable  public

procurement  and  measures  relating  to  green  manufacturing.  As  already

noted,  both  are  related  because  the  former  can  be  used  to  induce

manufacturers  to  produce  green  products,  adopt  greener  production

processes and methods or change their business model. They do not overlap

entirely  however  and  some  differences  also  exist  as  regards  their  legal

treatment. or this reason, it is useful to discuss them separately.

  ustaina le u lic rocure ent

Public  procurement  can  provide  a  powerful  lever  for  industrial  policy

because it represents between 12 per cent (in countries that are part of  the

Organisation for Economic o-operation and Development, ) and up

to 0 per cent (in many developing countries) of  Gross Domestic Product

( ).  It  is, moreover, one of  the strategic areas envisioned in the  

   ,  adopted  by  the  UN  General

Assembly  in  201 .  One  of  the  Sustainable  Development  Goals  ( )

identified  in  the  Agenda,  focusing  on  sustainable  consumption  and

production  patterns,  specifically  targets  the  promotion  of  public

procurement  practices  that  are  sustainable,  in  accordance  with  national

policies and priorities  (  ). In this section, we discuss four aspects of

sustainable public procurement, namely

� Global trends

� Approaches to introducing sustainable public procurement at  the national

and local levels  

� Some questions of policy design (definition of the requirements of contracts,

selecting  and  excluding  tenderers,  awarding  contracts,  and  contract

performance clauses)  and

� The international trade law dimensions of sustainable public procurement.
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lo l 

A recent global review of  sustainable public procurement practice prepared

by UN Environment and encompassing 1 States (UN Environment (2017))

suggests a number of broad trends that must be taken into account by States

wishing to understand how this ma or market for their exports is evolving.

Overall, the report suggests that sustainable public procurement provisions

are    in all policy areas but that, in many cases, they

result  from  the       

 rather than from a general economy-wide policy. The   

       to  include  not  only

environmental  issues  (e.g.  energy  conservation,  resource  efficiency,  and

climate  change  mitigation)  but  also  social  issues  (diversity  and  equality,

employment and business development,  and human well-being and social

ustice).   (a variety of  the standards discussed in hapter )  are

increasingly  used  as  mandatory  requirements  in  product  or  service

specifications  (i.e.  to  be  able  to  provide  such  products  or  services  to  the

government, a producer provider needs to have its products services suitably

certified as meeting the requirements of  certain labels). Last but not least,

sustainable  public  procurement  is  increasingly  being  used  as  a  

 to achieve certain sustainable development and green industrial

policy goals.
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o  l  l  o  T  -
o  o -  o

As part of  the        

,  a  set  of  principles  and  guidelines  on  the  implementation  of

sustainable  public  procurement  programmes  was  developed  (see  for  a

detailed implementation manual UN Environment (2012)). These guidelines

proposed a structured but flexible approach that has been tested in a number

of  countries, including hile, olombia, osta Rica, Lebanon, Mauritius,

Tunisia and Uruguay. The approach is based on four steps, summarised in

igure 2

i ure 2  UN Environment s approach to sustaina e pu ic procurement

  focuses  on  who  will  lead  the  pro ect  and  how.  The  necessary

governance framework must be set up, including the buy-in from leaders with

sufficient authority and power, and training must be provided to the pilot

team. 

Once the group leading the pro ect is established and trained,   focuses

on assessing the situation on the ground as well as the goals that are pursued

by means of  sustainable public procurement. This step entails a number of

reviews  or  assessments  of  the  initial  conditions,  including  a  status

assessment  (of  existing public procurement policies and practice), a legal

review  (of existing laws, both at the domestic and the international level, to

avoid  taking  measures  that  would  be  inconsistent  with  international

commitments),  a prioritisation exercise  (aimed to clarify the priorities in

using sustainable public procurement), and a market readiness analysis  (this

is particularly important from the perspective of  domestic green industrial

policy  because  if  the  market  is  not  ready  most  of  the  benefits  will  be

captured by foreign producers providers and infant green industries may face

an additional competitive disadvantage). 
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The  four  assessments  conducted  in  Step  2  provide  the  basis  for  the

development of  the policy strategy, in   , on which sustainable public

procurement will rest. 

The  action  plan  is  critical  as  it  will  provide  the  road  map  of  the

implementation of  the programme in  . At this stage, it is particularly

important to monitor the development of  the programme to spot potential

difficulties and ad ust the framework as early as possible. 

Also, appropriate training of staff managing the processes across government

divisions is key at all steps, from the beginning to the end of the process. ox

1 illustrates the four-Step approach by reference to the case of ong ong s

procurement of LED traffic light retrofit.

o   on  on s procurement of ED traffic i ht retrofit

he ransport Department of on  on  pecia  Administrative e ion ( A ) is the
authority responsi e for re u atin  road traffic  pu ic transport and ma or transport
infrastructure  In  an  effort  to  promote  more  sustaina e  transport  so utions  it
imp emented  a  pro ect  rep acin  a  conventiona  traffic  i hts  ith  ED  traffic  i ht
modu es  ince 2  the ransport Department had monitored the deve opment of ED
traffic si na s to understand the techno o y and prices  et een 2  and 2  it then
en a ed  in  a  pi ot  scheme  to  rep ace  a out   conventiona  traffic  i hts  y  ED
modu es  After verifyin  that the ne y insta ed ED i hts operated satisfactori y  the
Department issued three pu ic contracts throu h hich a  conventiona  traffic i hts

ere to e rep aced y  ED traffic i ht modu es  he tender as open to those
supp iers that comp eted  efore  a pre ua ification scheme  as part of hich supp iers
needed  to  su mit  their  technica  proposa  and  samp e  materia  for  testin  hi e
supp iers  needed  to  invest  considera e  resources  to  ad ust  their  products  to  the
prescri ed specifications  the si ea e mar et created y the pu ic procurement scheme
made the pro ect financia y attractive  he pro ect resu ted in an annua  cost savin  of
U   and a reduction of  tonnes of O2 emissions per year

ource  UN Environment (2 a)
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  o  l  l  o  

hen considering the specific measures to be undertaken under Step  and

, it is useful to take into account the type of procurement procedure and the

different stages at which sustainability considerations can be integrated in a

procurement process. 

Regarding the   , the procurement process can be organised

as follows  

� As an   (where any producer provider could present a bid if  it

meets the eligibility requirements), 

� a    (where  only  a  limited  number  of  pre-selected

producers providers are invited to tender), 

�        (where  the

tendering  authority  engages  more  directly  with  potential  tenderers,

suggesting  and  discussing  sustainability  criteria  but  also  learning  about

available technologies and possible combinations), 

� or  the  establishment  of  an    (where  the  tendering

authority  enters  into  a  partnership  with  some  contractors  to  develop  a

technology, product or service that is not currently available on the market). 

In all these cases, sustainability criteria can be introduced at  

of  the  tendering  process.  Most  frequently,  this  is  done  in  the  

 through  technical  specifications  relating  to  the  products  and

services  to  be  procured,  increasingly  by  reference  to  widely  recognised

standards. Tendering authorities have great latitude in defining the sub ect-

matter of the procurement process, i.e. the type of  product, service or work

that is to be procured. In describing this sub ect-matter they can therefore

integrate  sustainability  considerations,  including  through  the  use  of  a

functional or a performance-based definition. Such description is made more

specific and above-all measurable through technical specifications that must

be met by the product, service or work to be procured. This is done through

standards,  which  can  in  turn  be  of  different  sorts.  Performance-based

standards  (which  instead  of  requiring  a  specific  design  focus  on  the

performance of  alternative designs) tend to allow for more – and thereby

promote – innovation. Specifications can relate to a product s content (the

materials  it  contains)  and or  the  processes  through  which  it  has  been

produced (which can vary significantly even for identical end products). 

In  addition,  sustainability  considerations  can  target  more  generally  the

   (the producers and service providers of  products

or services) as regards certain criteria (environmental and technical capacity,
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environmental and supply chain management, or proven compliance with

certain environmental  and other laws).  In practice, such performance can

make tenderers eligible or ineligible (in an open tender process) irrespective

of  whether  the  specific  products  or  services  offered  meet  themselves  the

criteria.  These  performance  requirements  of  tenderers  can  also  be

implemented through a pre-selection process in a restricted tender procedure

In this case, only products of those tenderers that are deemed eligible in the

pre-selection, will be considered in the actual tender process. 

Sustainability  considerations  can  also  be  integrated  into  the   

   so as to encourage tenderers to go beyond the minimal

technical  specifications  (hence  providing  an  advantage  to  the  most

sustainable bidders), or by ensuring that life-cycle costs or implications are

taken into account when comparing bidders (as the environmental footprint

of a good or service may change significantly when the entire life-cycle of the

product is taken into account) or, still, by excluding excessively low bids (that

tend to be strategically used by bidders to enter into a market and are often

poorly performed). 

Sustainability considerations must be taken into account beyond the award

of  a  contract  and    ,  with  suitable  contractual

clauses  requiring  monitoring  throughout  the  process  (including  of  sub-

contractors) and adequate remedies in case of  failure to meet sustainability

standards. 

The  green  procurement  practice  in  the  European  Union  can  serve  as  a

detailed illustration of all these variants (see European ommission (201 )).

Some aspects  of  this  practice  are  discussed  below in  section  .1  of  this

chapter.

l 

Given the practical  importance of  public  procurement  and the possibility

that it may lead to uncompetitive practices, it is regulated in some detail in

international  trade  law.  Such  regulation  is  of  particular  relevance  for

sustainable  public  procurement  because  the  criteria  used  to  favour  more

sustainable products and services may introduce differential treatment and

distort market access by different providers. The regulation of  this question

in  international  trade  law  thus  seeks  to    

. On the one, it seeks to ensure non-discriminatory access to

public procurement by different (foreign and national) providers whereas, on

the other  hand,  it  allows for  some measure of  differentiation based on a

variety of preferential criteria to pursue sustainable development. The 

     are  Article  III (a)  of  the  General

Agreement  on Tariffs  and Trade ( ),  the   
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 , which is a plurilateral treaty that binds some but not all

TO members, and a number  of  free trade  agreements between specific

States, which contain provisions on public procurement.

  is  a  derogation  clause  excluding  certain  forms  of  public

procurement from the obligation to treat foreign products no less favourably

than  domestic  ones.  The  provision  concerns  laws,  regulations  or

requirements  governing  the  procurement  by  governmental  agencies  of

products  that  are  purchased for  governmental  purposes  and not  with  a

view to commercial resale or with a view to use in the production of goods

for commercial sale . If  these requirements are met, then a government can

treat foreign products less favourably than domestic ones in its purchases of a

range of materials. 

Given the importance of this loophole in the national treatment provision, a

number  of  TO  members  decided  to  conclude  a  specific  plurilateral

agreement on government procurement. The 1  Government Procurement

Agreement sought to impose some level of  discipline in providing market

access to foreigners in public procurement processes (and thus limiting the

space for national preference). To do so, each party to the agreement submits

a overage Schedule  defining the procuring entities, the goods  services

construction works, and the  threshold values  to  which the  market  access

disciplines of  the GPA will apply. The Schedule also defines the exceptions

to the coverage of the GPA. In 201 , the GPA was revised to apply to more

entities  and  to  smaller  con-

tract values, thus extending its

coverage.  At  the  same  time,

the  revision  of  the  GPA

placed the system in a differ-

ent  light  it  is  no longer lim-

ited  to  a  focus  on  market

access  but  also  seeks  to

provide  some  flexibility  for

the  pursuit  of  social  and en-

vironmental values. y way of

illustration,  Article   paragraphs  ( )  and  ( )  specifically  envision  the

inclusion in the contract specifications and award criteria of matters such as

the conservation of  natural resources, the protection of  the environment or

environmental  characteristics.  More  generally, public  procurement  can  be

used to achieve social and environmental ob ectives if  the measures are not

discriminatory or, if  they are so, if  the measures can either benefit from a

derogation included in a party s overage Schedule or be ustified under one

of  the exceptions in Article III(2)  of  the revised GPA ( orvaglia (201 )).

Article III(2) is very similar to the general exceptions clause in Article  of

Genera y spea in  reen

manufacturin  aims to

redesi n roducts

roduction systems and

usiness mode s
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the GATT. or those countries that are parties to the GPA, this agreement

takes precedence (is a  lex s ecialis) over the derogation in Article III (a) of

the GATT. 

In  addition  to  the  above  layers,  some  countries  have  signed   

,  whether  bilateral  or  regional,  that  are  relevant  to  matters  of

public procurement, including provisions on eco-labelling, production cycles,

as well as a variety of references to renewable energy and energy efficiency.

A  survey  of  such  agreements  is  beyond  the  scope  of  this  chapter  (see

hapter   for  a  general  discussion  of  treaty  provisions  relating  to  green

industrial policy), but a relevant illustration is provided by Articles 1 . ( )

and  1 . ( )  of  the  omprehensive  Economic  Trade  Agreement  ( )

between anada and the EU, which are very similar to Article  paragraphs

( ) and ( ) of the revised GPA.

  Green anu acturin

As already noted, from an industrial policy perspective, green manufacturing

can be seen as an extension of  policy tools already studied in this manual,

particularly  standards  and  their  integration  in  sustainable  public

procurement. There are also other drivers of  green manufacturing, such as

the search for resource and energy efficiency, branding, and private consumer

demand. rom a trade perspective, both the policy and the private drivers are

important, as producers and service providers harness green manufacturing

to be more competitive in foreign markets. This section discusses the main

varieties  of  green  manufacturing  and  how  they  fit  within  two  types  of

policies  that  can be  used  to  advance  it  (standards  and sustainable  public

procurement).  The legal  questions these policies  raise  under  international

trade law have already been discussed in the preceding section (as regards

sustainable  public  procurement)  as  well  as  in  hapter   (as  regards

standards).  The  discussion  is  organised  around  the  targets  of  green

manufacturing.

Generally speaking,  green  manufacturing  aims   

     (e.g.  by  extending  the

responsibility of the purchaser with respect to the practice of sub-contractors

or with respect to the management of  waste arising from its products). The

gains of green manufacturing are derived from

� The cost  reduction  made  possible  by  more  resource-  and  energy-efficient

processes

� The  increasing  demand  for  green  manufactured  and  suitably  certified

products from both ma or private and public sector purchasers  and 
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� The  possibility  of  producing  new products  or  offering  new services  that

satisfy the increasing demand for environmental goods, services and works. 

These approaches (efficiency gains, products processes certified as standard

compliant,  new green  products  and  services)  to  green  manufacturing  are

inter-related but they can also be seen as levels of ambition in the transition

to greener manufacturing. 

    

Green manufacturing can result in significant efficiency gains. The search for

such  gains  is  not  necessarily  related  to  public  policies  but  rather  to  cost

reduction, branding and marketing strategies adopted by companies. igure

 identifies,  for  different  stages  of  the  production  process,  the  types  of

measures that can be adopted in pursuance of green manufacturing

i ure  Green manufacturin  at different sta es of the production cyc e

ource  UN Environment (2 )
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Another  form of  greening manufacturing  processes  is  by  complying with

certain recognised standards and seeking certification for such compliance.

At this level,  the connection between green manufacturing, standards and

sustainable  public  procurement  is  particularly  close,  as  suggested  by  the

increasing  reliance  on  a  variety  of  standards  in  sustainable  public

procurement processes. 

Standards  are  widely used in  four  of  the  main sectors  where  sustainable

public procurement constitutes an important share of the market, namely

� buildings (e.g. the use of LEED certification, i.e. Leadership in Energy and

Environmental Design ), 

� food  and  catering  services  (e.g.  standards  certifying  that  at  least  some

percentage of the food sourced is organically produced), 

� vehicles  (e.g.  requiring  that  vehicles  meet  the  latest  EURO  norms  on

emissions particulate matter and nitrous oxide), and 

� energy-using products (e.g. IT equipment purchased by central government

authorities  in  the  EU  must  belong  to  the  highest  energy-efficient  class

available  for  the  product  category,  according  to  the  Energy  Efficiency

Directive). 

   l  l  o

The third  approach  is  to  specifically cater  to  the  demand for  new green

products and services. As discussed in the section 2.2. of  this chapter, this

can  be  driven  through  certain  types  of  procurement  processes  such  as

competitive  procedures  with  negotiation  and  dialogue  or  innovation

partnerships. In this case, sustainable public procurement becomes not only a

tool  to  encourage  green  manufacturing  but  also  to  encourage  green

innovation and realise latent comparative advantages. 

In the next section, two examples combining questions of sustainable public

procurement and green manufacturing are discussed focusing, respectively,

on the practice in the European Union (in the implementation of sustainable

public procurement) and in the efforts of  hina to make its economy more

circular and less wasteful. 
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  I le entin  Green Pu lic Procure ent in t e 

Green Public Procurement ( ) is regarded as an important tool to achieve

environmental policy goals in the EU. The EU has put in place various rules,

regulations  and  incentives  to  enable  and  support  countries  to  implement

GPP. These  include,  for  example, the     that

enable  public  authorities  in  EU  countries  to  take  environmental

considerations into account in their  procurement processes. On a sectoral

level, EU legislation also creates mandatory obligations for the procurement

of  greener goods and services. An example is provided by the requirement

for  IT  products  purchased  by  public  authorities  to  meet  the  latest  EU

minimum energy efficiency requirements. To assist public authorities in the

identification  of  green  products,  the  EU  has  developed  environmental

procurement criteria for a variety of  product and service groups, which can

be inserted directly into tender documents. Many EU member States have set

their own national criteria, which are usually based on or guided by the EU

criteria while taking into account a country s specific circumstances. 

Most EU countries have established National Action Plans ( ) for green

or  sustainable  procurement.  These  provide  countries  with  a  strategic

direction for the implementation of  GPP. An example is  provided by the

lemish government, which has set itself an ambitious 100 per cent target of

sustainable public purchasing. Steps for reaching this target are defined in a

series of action plans. Each plan provides guidance, spells out sustainability

criteria  and  establishes  monitoring  mechanisms  to  ensure  that  all

government departments can meet this goal. Many EU-member states have

advanced e-procurement systems in place, which may provide a valuable tool

to support GPP implementation. E-procurement systems allow authorities to

track the use of  GPP criteria and to verify that suppliers have provided the

information required to demonstrate their compliance. 

EU member countries often make tools and manuals on GPP available on their

websites  and  some also  have  national  GPP helpdesks.  To support  capacity

building, many EU countries and regions offer training programmes on GPP.

One example is Ecosportelli, in Italy, which forms part of the Sardinia Regional

Network for GPP. Ecosportelli supports provincial governments, municipalities

and local businesses on sustainable public procurement. orkshops, so-called

Technical Laboratories , are organised throughout the region to help participant

entities to design and implement concrete actions towards green purchasing.

Also, networking between local or regional GPP networks has proven useful to

11 This  section  is  based  on  European  ommission,  Buyin  Green  A  and oo  on  reen  u lic

rocure ent ( rd edn 201 ).
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exchange ideas and share experiences. The European Procura  ampaign, for

example, allows for the sharing of  GPP experiences across borders and the

implementation of lessons learnt at the local level.

  ircular econo y olicies in ina

In the past decades, hina has risen to become the world s manufacturing

powerhouse, producing  per cent of global aluminium, 0 per cent of steel

and 0 per cent of the world s cement in 2011. It has also become the main

consumer of raw materials and producer of waste  It consumed 2 .2 billion

tons of raw materials (as of 2011), more than the  countries of the OE D

combined, and generated .2 billion tonnes of industrial waste (as of 201 ).

To respond to these challenges and the domestic and geopolitical pressures

accompanying  them,  hina  has  put  in  place  policies,  targets,  financial

measures  and  legislation  with  the  final  goal  to  make  hina  a  circular

economy . y closing industrial loops, a circular economy transforms outputs

from one manufacturer into inputs for another, thereby significantly reducing

resource consumption and waste. hile estern countries have struggled for

decades to significantly advance their circular economies due to the challenge

to make companies collaborate along the supply chain, hina has used the

concentration of  its  manufacturing activities in industrial  parks  and export

processing zones and its close involvement with the economy to its advantage.

One example is the Suzhou New District ( ), one of  three national eco-

park demonstration sites in 200 , that consists of about 1 ,000 enterprises and

,000 manufacturing firms. In an effort to promote the circular economy, steps

were taken to identify and target gaps along integrated supply chains and to

address these. etween 200  and 2010, the district reduced its energy intensity

by 20 per cent and reached a utilisation rate of industrial solid wastes of ,

in comparison to the national average of  per cent.

Targets for the circular economy were already formulated for hina s 11th

ive- ear Plan (200 -2010).  In its  12th ive- ear Plan (2011-201 ),  hina

further  stepped  up  targets  and  made  the  circular  economy  a  national

development strategy. In 201 , the State council released a national strategy

for realizing the circular economy, becoming the first of its kind in the world.

Action points under this strategy included, among others, the establishment

of  100 demonstration cities, such as  Suzhou and Guangzhou,  and 1,000

demonstration  enterprises  or  industrial  parks  nationwide.  The  National

ureau of Statistics has analysed progress on the achievement of key targets

since 200 . y 201 , resource intensity and waste intensity had improved by

.7 per cent and .  per cent, respectively. The treatment rate of pollution

had also increased by 7 .  per cent, whereas improvements in recycling and

the reuse of waste were somewhat slower, with an increase of .2 per cent.

12 This section is based on . Mathews and . Tan, Lessons from hina  (201 ) 1 ature 0. 
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i le el 

ision settin  

and sta e older

consultation

UNIDO Practitioner s Guide for trate ic Green Industria  Po icy  Phase 

toc ta in Gatherin  information of socio economic  environmenta  and e istin  po icies to 

define a ase ine  particu ar y as re ards the fo o in  ena in  conditions for 

trade re ated reen industria  po icies

� Appropriate resource endo ment and po itica socia  conditions

� Pu ic investment and access to credit 

� Ade uate infrastructure

� Domestic e a  and re u atory frame or

� Inte ration into internationa  a reements

Prioritisin  

inter ention 

areas and oal

settin  

Identifyin  po icy rationa es to e acted upon and sustaina i ity oa s to e 

reached  

Po icy rationa es may inc ude

� ompensatin  positive e terna ities enerated y certain 

sectors industries

� aci itatin  access to finance

� educin  cost throu h increases of production sca e

� Addressin  coordination pro ems

� Un eashin  atent comparative advanta es

� Generatin  efficiency ains oth for producers and for overnments (in a 

cross sectora  perspective)

electin  t e 

tools 

atchin  se ected po icy rationa es ith po icy options  Po icy options may 

inc ude

ithin the road cate ory of sustaina e pu ic procurement

� enderin  processes

� ontract specifications

� Pre se ection of tenderers

� ontract a ard criteria

� onitorin  and imp ementation processes

ithin the cate ory of reen manufacturin  po icies

� tandards
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esi n and 

assess ent 

pecific desi n of po icy option  e ection ithin each variety of the too  of specific 

desi n features

or sustaina e pu ic procurement

� ype of tenderin  process (open tender  restricted tender  competitive 

procedure ith ne otiation and dia o ue  innovation partnerships)

� ontract specifications (different definitions of the o ect procured and 

different types of criteria)

� Pre se ection techni ues (dependin  on e perience and or 

environmenta  footprint of the tenderers)

� ontract a ard criteria ( uantitative scorin  criteria  ua itative and more

discretiona  criteria)

� onitorin  and imp ementation processes (re uirements of re u ar 

monitorin  certification  pena ties in case of defau t)

or reen manufacturin

� tandards (of different nature  ith different sources  tar ets  contents  

verification methods  and conse uences)

� Assessment of consistency and impact

� e a  assessment

� Inte rated socio economic and environmenta  impact assessment 

I le entation UNIDO Practitioner s Guide for trate ic Green Industria  Po icy  Phase 
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